



































































































































Corollary A non constant meromorphic

function on a compact Riemann

surface takes an enemy value

Proof A meromorphicfunctionis abdomorplue
function f Rose If it is non constant

it is surjective

Prop If Risa Reimannsurface

then the collection of meromorphicfunctions
on R other than HD a is a fieldoff
disconnected

Proof Want to define addition multi division

of functionsby adding mule dividing
their values Eyes Effy This failed
when thevalues areas or when we are dividing
by 0 If f gone meromorphic but not oonot o.es
then at any to fczf lz zoT.ffDgczf G zoT.ge






































































































































so Ef E toy inff base at most an isolated
pole

In the cure D Qs we can calculate the field ofmeromorphicfunctions

Howdoyou build fieldextensionof a field F

Typicallyyou add an element If that
elementsatisfies a polynomial with auf
in f then you leave an algebraic extension
this is where Galoistheoryworks

If that element satisfies nopolynomial
you leave a transcendentaleytension Typical
example FCD thefieldof rational functionsover ECD Ea.it isn4I wheuedeuomeo3

Purely algebraicexpression






































































































































Theorem A function f is meromorphic
on as if and only if it is a rational

function flirtation
If Eiaafield Faa is the ring

ofpoweraeries and FCA is thefieldof rectorialWegetQCD functions in x completelyformal

Nate Meromorphicityis a local assumption

patinality is aglobal conclusion

locally nice compactness algebraic

Proof fet f be a rational function
f I with Q to them arguing areQ

above we see that f is meromorphic in Q

To check that fire meromorphic atos
Any fad is finite

as as AotAft Anz
zu 9 5h

r 92 f Il
a Q

M

set Fat fitz how e PII jtz






































































































































For maaff large numerator and denominator
are polynomials to Fire rational hence

meromorphic If fog a week on AHS and look
at It QfY Still rational

Now assume f is meromorphic fetofpolesinisolatedlancefinite
AssumeCtubes as to afinitevalue a Enoughto flow
assume f finiteqtas font is rational

If eject is a finite pole we can write
as

f z E au H ED for 2 was Zj
hi N

The friction fjcz want2 Ei is

rational and tends to o as z as

suice it only contains negative powers
of ft 2it
Iet RG If G

Now f R is holomorphic at each
2 s since we havesubtractedoff the negative
powers of et z so it is holomorphic in Q






































































































































Furthermore f R is continuous and finite
valued at cs so it is bounded

By foisilles theorem f R is constant ar

f fE Rft to ff tC

abouringthettiarationalT

Can we get more examples ofcompact Diem surfaces

We have definedhyper elliptic surfaces as
non compact Riemannsurfaced Weshowed that

they are tap equiv to compactsurfaces with

core ptsmissing Dothey in factcorrespondto
Riemann airfares with missing points
Stop tis to compartify them usingmeromorphic
functions

Czw we Pta

Va QxQ We can compartifyeachfactor
as Qos

c Qx a ClasXClas






































































































































Write it forthe closure of V in Qaxes

Claim T Vu onepoint

Proof Assume Pia notconstant

Guy Eg Wj convergesto a point in T If Zj to EQ

then wi Wo with Ceowager Saythat this doesn't
happen to Aj I es Now Iwjl T.PE as

and Cts Wj cos as

GastClos is a 2complexdimensionalmanifold
and we leave not chirussed these We proceed

despite this We leave charts of.de for da ar

we can getchants lol d Chik ohoh duck for
dates The relevant chart for the point
cos as is Cola f Introduce variables
W Iz and f Iw

a Ck
Q t ClosYClos Chic ClostClos

tu v Ez tf Cz w G w




